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in the current inventory management practice of issuing the oldest RBCs first in chronically transfused patients.
Although there are few and limited studies showing the effect of age of RBCs on alloimmunization in humans, some studies did not note any association between the duration of RBC storage and recipient alloimmune responses. 8, 9 However, one recent study in patients with sickle cell disease (SCD) suggested that RBC antibody formation is significantly associated with an older age of RBCs at the time of transfusion but this study has limitations due to its retrospective design in which inflammatory markers were not assessed and because of the small number of patients with new antibody formation. 10 The differentiation of young versus old blood is another variable that influences studies; most often, a storage period of 14 days is used as a cutoff point to define older versus younger blood.
An important retrospective case-control study was performed of a group of alloimmunized patients and nonalloimmunized controls with solid cancer tumors that received non-phenotyped RBC transfusions when the transfusion of older RBC units was investigated as a risk factor for alloimmunization. 11 This was the first human study that evaluated the risk of alloimmunization with the transfusion of older RBCs that assured a similar inflammatory background between the study groups. The authors assessed the association between the transfusion of older RBC units (storage time of 14 days) subjected to bedside leukodepletion and alloimmunization in order to confirm previous experimental results and concluded that the transfusion of older RBC units is not a key risk factor for alloimmunization in non-SCD patients. findings of this study are very interesting and helpful clinically and logistically as they do not reinforce previous experimental data and therefore do not support strategies of providing fresher RBC units as a prophylaxis for alloimmunization.
Some factors known to influence RBC alloimmunization identified in murine models are in the process of being investigated in humans. Although the results obtained by Dinardo et al. 11 are in agreement with other retrospective human studies 8, 9 and strongly suggest that the transfusion of older RBC units is not a risk factor for alloimmunization, we should consider that most studies are retrospective and do not compare pre-transfusion samples to post-transfusion samples. Therefore, it is unclear as to whether the presence of an alloantibody is necessarily the result of a previous transfusion. Further controlled prospective studies are probably necessary. Another factor is that the underlying disease-associated immunosuppression in association with chemotherapy may suppress alloantibody production in patients with oncologic disorders.
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